We revisit the issue of the recent dynamical evolution of clusters of galaxies using a sample of ACO clusters with z < 0.14, which has been selected such that it does not contain clusters with multiple velocity components nor strongly merging or interacting clusters, as revealed in X-rays. We use as proxies of the cluster dynamical state the projected cluster ellipticity, velocity dispersion and X-ray luminosity. We find indications for a recent dynamical evolution of this cluster population, which however strongly depends on the cluster richness. Poor clusters appear to be undergoing their primary phase of virialization, with their ellipticity increasing with redshift with a rate dǫ/dz ≃ 2.5 ± 0.4, while the richest clusters show an ellipticity evolution in the opposite direction (with dǫ/dz ≃ −1.2 ± 0.1), which could be due to secondary infall. When taking into account sampling effects due to the magnitude-limited nature of the ACO cluster catalogue we find no significant evolution of the cluster X-ray luminosity, while the velocity dispersion increases with decreasing redshift, independent of the cluster richness, at a rate dσ v /dz ≃ −1700 ± 400 km s −1 .
INTRODUCTION
Structure formation in CDM models proceeds by hierarchical anisotropic accretion of smaller units into larger ones, along filamentary large-scale structures (e.g. Zeldovich 1970; Blumenthal et al. 1984; Shandarin & Klypin 1984) . The largest gravitationally bound, or nearly so, cosmic objects are clusters of galaxies, for which indeed, there are indications supporting their formation by hierarchical aggregation of smaller systems along filaments (e.g. West, Jones, & Forman 1995; Plionis & Basilakos 2002) . Since the perturbation growth rate depends on different cosmological models and the dark matter content of the Universe (e.g. Peebles 1980; Lahav et al. 1991) , the present dynamical state of clusters of galaxies and its rate of evolution contains important cosmological information (e.g. Richstone, Loeb & Turner 1992; Evrard et al. 1993; Mohr et al. 1995; Suwa et al. 2003; Ho, Bahcall & Bode 2006) .
A variety of recent studies have attempted to characterize the morphological and dynamical state of groups and clusters using either optical or X-ray data (Buote & Tsai 1995 , 1996 ; Kolokotronis et al. 2001; Jeltema et al. 2005 ; Hashimoto et al. 2007 , and references therein) and thus to infer the evidence for their cosmological evolution (e.g. Melott, Chambers & Miller 2001; Plionis 2002; Jeltema et al. 2005; Rahman et al. 2006; Hashimoto et al. 2007) . We can divide the various studies in those that have looked for indications of evolution at relatively high redshifts (e.g. Jeltema et al. 2005; Hashimoto et al. 2007 ) and those that have looked for a very recent evolution (Melott et al. 2001 , Plionis 2002 Rahman et al. 2006 ). In both types of studies there appear contradictory results on whether the dynamical state of clusters evolves significantly in the distant or recent past. Melott et al. (2001) and Plionis (2002) , using the projected ellipticity, ǫ, as a proxy of the cluster dynamical state (e.g. Kolokotronis et al. 2001) , found a strong recent evolution rate with dǫ/dz ≃ 0.7 − 1 for z ∼ < 0.15. This appears to be in contradiction with a similar analysis for z < 0.31 of Rahman et al. (2006) and with numerical N-body simulations (e.g. Floor et al. 2003; Ho et al. 2006 ) that find the recent evolution of cluster ellipticity to be much weaker.
Clusters of high projected ellipticity are apparently still aggregating smaller groups and field galaxies from their surroundings. The increase of mass concentration and phasemixing during virialization will tend to sphericalize the clusters, increase their velocity dispersion, X-ray luminosity and temperature. Of course this simple picture is highly distorted by a variety of factors, like the violent merging phase, strong interactions with a dense environment, cluster richness, interloper contamination, projection effects, etc. For example, the analysis of numerical simulations by Jeltema et al. (2008) shows that, using morphological criteria, less than 50% of clusters appearing relaxed in projection are truly relaxed.
Therefore, in our present work we attempt to avoid systematic effects, as much as possible, by (a) selecting a cluster sample that is free of merging or strongly interacting clusters, (b) analysing the subsample of clusters which are free of sampling effects related to the magnitude limit of the ACO parent cluster catalogue and (c) analysing separately clusters of different richness. We will use as proxies of the cluster dynamical state its projected flatness [f : related to the usually used ellipticity by f = 1/(1−ǫ)], X-ray temperature (kTx) and luminosity (Lx), as well as velocity dispersion (σv). Of course, projection effects cannot easily be corrected for, a fact which will tend to hide or reduce the amplitude of the possible correlations we are seeking between cluster dynamical state and redshift.
DATA
For the purpose of this work we use the Abell, Corwin & Olowin clusters (1989, ACO in what follows) for which there are available velocity dispersion, ellipticity and X-ray temperature or luminosity measurements. Furthermore, we wish to concentrate mostly on the relatively slowly evolving clusters, via internal virialization processes, and make our analysis less prone to the complicated effects related to the dynamics of highly non-relaxed clusters, i.e. those in the state of merging, or those with multiple components, which could be interacting strongly with their surroundings. Note that we have chosen to use the ACO cluster catalogue because of the extensive multiwavelength studies of the individual ACO clusters and of the quality of the relevant data, which allows us to identify (and exclude) merging and strongly interacting clusters and be confident regarding the reality or not of each of the clusters. This is not yet possible, at the same level, with the new SDSS or 2dF based cluster catalogues, since individual cluster multiwavelength studies of the these samples are not yet available (at least for the majority of the clusters).
To produce a "clean", of merging and interacting clusters, sample we used an updated version of a compilation of cluster redshifts and velocity dispersions (Andernach et al. 2005) , which exploits all the available literature on galaxy redshifts to compile lists of galaxies in the direction of ACO clusters, and within a factor of four of the cluster's photometric redshift estimate. The 2007 version of the compilation is based on data from over 900 references and has ∼5500 cluster components for over 4000 different ACO clusters (3140 A-and 870 S-clusters), as well as a list of ∼110,000 individual member redshifts in 3750 different ACO clusters.
Since our final sample strongly depends on the definition of a single component cluster in this list, we present some details regarding the identification of different cluster components. The cluster velocity dispersion has been calculated by searching initially for any relative maxima in the redshift distribution within the cluster area. All galaxies within ±2500 km s −1 (i.e., just over three times the average σv of ∼ 700 km s −1 ) around each relative maximum are included into a single cluster component. Subclumps of the same cluster which are closely located along the line of sight but with less than 2500 km s −1 separation in velocity, were separated into different subclusters. Similarly, we register as different subclusters those with a smaller velocity separation which were reported in the literature as separated in the plane of the sky. The velocity dispersion of the different clusters and subclusters were calculated, correcting for measurement errors and relativistic effects, according to the prescriptions of Danese et al. (1980) 
where σerr is the root-meansquare (r.m.s.) of the velocity errors of individual galaxies, or an adopted mean error if individual errors were not available. We consider clusters that have at least 4 measured galaxy redshifts, while cluster velocity dispersions are considered only for those clusters that have a minimum of 10 measured redshifts.
Since our primary proxy for the cluster dynamical state is the cluster flatness, f , we start out from the sample of 342 ACO clusters for which Struble & Ftaclas (1994) compiled flatnesses from the literature. For details on the determination of the cluster projected shape we point the reader to the original paper. Furthermore, we use a subsample of ACO clusters that excludes those showing evidences of strong merging or significant spatial distortions. The reason is that for such clusters most proxies of their dynamical state, used in our analysis (velocity dispersion, projected ellipticity, X-ray temperature and luminosity), are ill-defined. To this end we identify and exclude clusters that, according to Andernach et al. (2005) , have multiple components in velocity space. Furthermore and based (among others) on the analyses of Ledlow et al. (2003) , De Filippis, Schindler & Erben (2005) , Hashimoto et al. (2007) and Leccardi & Molendi (2008) , we also exclude clusters that show multiple X-ray peaks or significantly distorted X-ray images, possibly implying a merging cluster (eg., A754, A1066, A1213, A1317, A1318, A1468, A1474, A1552, A1644, A1750, A2151, A2244, A2382, A2384, A2401, A2459, A2554, A3528, A3532) or for which there is evidence for significant contamination of the X-ray measurement from the central AGN (eg., A2069, A2597). We caution the reader that our exclusion criteria may not completely clean our sample of significantly distorted clusters. As a test of such a residual contamination of our sample, we repeat our analysis without excluding the previously mentioned distorted clusters, to find that now our results, though mostly unchanged, become less statistically significant. This indicates that the possibly remaining such clusters in our sample would act towards reducing the significance of the intrinsic correlations.
We also imposed a minimum of 20 on the Abell galaxy count, NA, which is the number of galaxies brighter than m3 + 2, taken from ACO. The reason is that the ACO authors, different from Abell (1958) , used a universal luminosity function to correct for the background galaxies, which led to most S-clusters having NA < 30, as well as some A-clusters in the overlap zone (Table 6 of ACO).
With the above restrictions we are left with 150 clusters (including one S-cluster) with z < 0.14, NA > 20, and with measured shape parameters. Of these 140, 126 and 44 have velocity dispersion, X-ray luminosity and X-ray temperature measurements, respectively. The X-ray data have been taken from the BAX database (webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/bax, Sadat et al. 2004 ) which offers X-ray luminosities based on H0 = 50 km s −1 Mpc −1 and Ωm=1.0. For three clusters the BAX redshift differed by more than 5 percent from our (more up-to-date) redshift, so we multiplied the X-ray luminosity in BAX with the factor (z cl /zBAX ) 2 , where z cl is the redshift from Andernach et al. (2005) . The cluster sample used is presented in Table 1 .
In the left panel of Figure 1 we present the redshift distribution of the cluster sample that we will analyse in this work (hashed histogram). The sample has a mean redshift of z ≃ 0.072. However, since we wish to disentangle our analysis from effects related to the variable sampling of clusters of different richness at different redshifts, we divide our cluster sample into subsamples of different richness.
In the right panel of Figure 1 we plot the redshift distributions of clusters in three richness classes (20 < NA < 50, 50 ≤ NA < 80 and NA ≥ 80). We see that the poorer sample (NA < 50) has a redshift distribution significantly different from the richer sample (NA ≥ 80), with mean redshifts of 0.059 and 0.078, respectively.
Three of the four proxies that we use for the cluster dynamical state, namely the cluster velocity dispersion, X-ray luminosity and temperature, should be related to the total cluster mass based on the virial theorem and assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. Indeed, we find these parameters to be strongly correlated: the Lx −kTx, Lx −σv and kTx −σv Pearson correlation coefficients are R = 0.75, 0.55, 0.65, respectively, with random probabilities P < 10 −5 . Furthermore, we conjecture that cluster richness, as indicated by NA, is proportional to the cluster total mass. We test this usual assumption by correlating the velocity dispersion and X-ray luminosities of the clusters of our sample with NA. It is well known that the cluster X-ray luminosity is well correlated with the Abell cluster richness (e.g. Bahcall 1977; Johnson et al. 1983; Briel & Henry, 1993; David, Forman & Jones 1999; Ledlow et al. 2003) , and we confirm this also for our particular subsample of the ACO catalogue. Correlating NA with σv and Lx we find the expected strong and significant correlations, which are shown in Figure 2 , with Pearson correlation coefficients of R = 0.46 and 0.53, respectively, and corresponding random probabilities of P < 10 −8 .
RESULTS
We revisit the issue of the morphological and dynamical evolution of clusters in the recent past (see Melott et al. 2001 , Plionis 2002 ) using as relevant indicators the four proxies mentioned previously. Note that the cosmic time, within the concordance cosmological model, corresponding to the redshift interval 0 < z < 0.14 is ∼1.73 Gyrs, which is almost twice the cluster dynamical time-scale. However, we would like to stress that seeking indications of cluster evolution in relatively short time-scales can be hampered by many effects among which the intrinsic scatter of cluster shapes, the admixture of clusters of different formation times and of different richness, projection effects, etc. As one example, we would like to point out that the rate of cluster ellipticity evolution should depend on cluster richness, since in principle massive structures will virialize faster than poorer ones of the same formation time. It is therefore imperative to analyse samples of different richness separately, and we do so further below. As a first step, we present in Figure 3 the correlations between redshift and the four proxies of the cluster dynamical state for the whole cluster sample. The continuous lines correspond to a least-squares fit to the unbinned data, and the filled symbols correspond to the mean values in redshift bins. We find a positive correlation, albeit quite weak, as in previous works. Specifically, we find Pearson correlation coefficients of R = 0.12 ± 0.02, 0.20±0.02 and 0.46±0.03 for the f − z, Lx − z and kTx − z correlations, respectively, with corresponding probabilities of being chance correlations of P = 0.08, 0.015 and 0.0008. The correlation coefficient uncertainties are estimated by a procedure by which we exclude randomly, 100 times, 10% of the clusters and re-estimate the correlation coefficient, R, from each reduced sample.
Accounting for systematic biases
In general, using magnitude-limited cluster catalogues, one should be aware of the effects of sampling different cluster richnesses at different redshifts, effects which could act to Figure 3 . The apparent dependence on redshift of the cluster flatness, of the cluster velocity dispersion, of the ICM temperature and X-ray luminosity for our cluster sample. The line corresponds to the best least-square fit to the data while the filled symbols to the mean values in redshift bins and uncertainties are 1σ. However, both the Lx − z and strong kTx − z correlations are found to be due to sample biases (see section 3.1).
either weaken, enhance or even create apparent redshift dependent correlations. Although the ACO cluster catalogue, as shown by a number of studies, is roughly volume-limited within z ∼ < 0.1 (but mostly the R ≥ 1 richness class cluster subsample) it is essential to investigate whether sampling biases could be disguised as "evolutionary" trends. For example, as shown by analyses of cosmological simulations, richer clusters which correspond to more massive dark matter haloes, are expected to be on average more elongated than poorer ones (e.g. Jing & Suto 2002; Kasun & Evrard 2005; Allgood et al. 2006; Gottlöber & Turchaninov 2006; Paz et al. 2006; Bett et al. 2007; Macció et al. 2007 , Ragone-Figueora & Plionis 2007 . Therefore, the fact that at higher redshifts the sampled clusters could be typically richer than the lower redshift counterparts (as expected in flux or magnitude-limited samples), implies that we could observe an artificial correlation due to exactly the magnitude-limited nature of the sample. Similarly, the fact that the X-ray luminosity is correlated with the cluster richness implies that the average cluster Lx at higher redshifts could well appear to be larger than the corresponding value at lower redshifts. Furthermore, an important sample incompleteness bias could also be present in the published X-ray temperatures, since X-ray spectroscopic measurements would be more easily available for the most X-ray brightest rather than fainter high-z clusters and therefore the apparently strong evolutionary trend of kTx could well be due to this bias. Further below we test for this effect.
We now investigate the possible influence of the Figure 4 . The dependence on redshift of the cluster absolute magnitude (based on the 10th brightest cluster member). In order to minimize sampling effects, related to the magnitude-limited nature of the ACO cluster sample, we investigate clusters in the reduced ("volume-limited") area delineated by the continuous lines.
magnitude-limited nature of the parent ACO cluster sample by confining our analysis within a range of absolute magnitudes (based on the 10 th brightest cluster member) for which there appears to be no systematic redshift-dependent sampling effects. In Figure 4 we present the cluster m10-based absolute magnitude as a function of redshift for our sample. We can indeed observe the usual redshift dependent trend which is caused by the magnitude-limited nature of the sample. We now use only those clusters that fall within the "volume-limited" area, delineated by continuous lines (−21.5 < M < −19.8 and z ≤ 0.11), for which no systematic redshift-dependent trend is observed. We find that only the originally observed Lx − z correlation disappears, a fact that implies that this correlation is artificial and related to the variable sampling of different cluster richness at different redshifts. However, the f −z and kTx −z correlations remain as significant as for the whole sample (R = 0.16 ± 0.02 and 0.42±0.03, respectively, with corresponding probabilities of being chance correlations of P = 0.05 and 0.003), while the former correlation (f −z) appears to be even slightly stronger (although still weak in an absolute sense).
The observed f − z correlation corresponds to a cluster ellipticity evolution rate of: dǫ/dz ≃ 0.95 ± 0.18 , with ǫ the projected ellipticity, which is in good agreement with the APM cluster results (dǫ/dz ≃ 0.7) of Plionis (2002) and the study of optical and X-ray cluster results (dǫ/dz ≃ 1) of Melott, Chambers & Miller (2001) . However, the results of Flin et al. (2004) , based on Abell clusters and analysed by Rahman et al (2006) , yield a significantly lower rate of cluster ellipticity evolution, dǫ/dz ≃ 0.26. It is interesting Figure 5 . The dependence on redshift of the cluster absolute magnitude (based on the 10th brightest cluster member) for the richest and poorest cluster sample. The reduced ("volumelimited") area used in the richness-dependent analysis is delineated by the continuous lines.
that N-body simulations also show a recent evolution of the ellipticity of simulated clusters, but the rate of evolution is quite low (e.g. Floor et al. 2004; Rahman et al. 2006) .
We now test whether the strong kTx − z correlation could be due to the incompleteness bias, discussed previously. To this end we compare the Lx − z correlation of those clusters that have kTx measurements with that of the overall sample of clusters with Lx data. We indeed find that the former subsample has a strong and significant Lx −z correlation (R = 0.44 ± 0.03 with P = 0.002), while the parent sample shows no significant Lx − z correlation (R = 0.05). This proves that indeed the overall kTx − z correlation is artificial and due to incompletness. Therefore no more reference will be given to kTx based results.
Correlations as a function of cluster richness
In an attempt to reconcile the different evolutionary rates of cluster ellipticity, found in different studies, one should keep in mind the possible influence of sampling different cluster richnesses at different redshifts (due to the magnitudelimited nature of the samples and of volume effects). Furthermore, if clusters of different richness evolve at different rates, then in comparing observations with simulations one should make sure to match the cluster richness (mass) distribution of the samples compared. It is therefore clear that the comparison of cluster samples with a different mix of poor and rich clusters at different redshifts are susceptible to interpretational error.
We therefore analyse independently the different richness subsamples and we indeed find not only varying amplitudes but also opposite slopes of these correlations. From now on we will present results based only on the restricted ("volume-limited") subsample of our original cluster sample.
In order to highlight the richness-dependent differences, we present below results based on the poorest and richest cluster subsamples. For clarity we present in Fig. 5 the selected region in the absolute magnitude -redshift plane for the different richness subsamples.
The Pearson correlation coefficients for the different correlations and richness subsamples are shown in Table 2 . We find the f − z correlations for the poorest and the richest cluster subsamples to have opposite signs. They also show higher absolute amplitudes than in the full cluster sample. We also find a σv − z correlation, in all richness subsamples, which is washed out in the whole cluster sample (i.e., when we do not take into account the different cluster richness). Finally, we note again that we find no significant Lx − z correlation in any of the subsamples. In Figure 6 we present only the significant correlations, ie., the redshift dependence of the cluster mean ellipticity (left panel) and of the velocity dispersion (right panel), binned in the redshift axis, for the poorest (open points and continuous line) and the richest (filled points and dashed line) samples, respectively.
It is important to note that the rate of ellipticity evolution for the poorer cluster subsample is larger than that of the whole cluster sample, with dǫ/dz ≃ 2.4 ± 0.4 (20 ≤ NA ≤ 50) , while the corresponding rate for the richest subsample is dǫ/dz ≃ −1.2 ± 0.1 (NA ≥ 80) , which is opposite to the trend found for the poorest clusters, i.e., the cluster ellipticity increases with decreasing redshift. In order to visualize better the effect of cluster richness on the sign and the strength of the correlations of the three (unbiased) proxies of the cluster dynamical-status with redshift, we present in Fig. 7 (left panels) both the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients, evaluated in the three richness bins. We remind the reader that positive or negative correlation coefficients indicate that, on average, the cluster parameter decreases or increases towards lower redshifts, respectively. In the right panels of Fig. 7 we present a joint indication of the significance and strength of each correlation in the form of the ratio between the correlation coefficient, R, and the probability, P, that it is a random correlation. Large values of this ratio (and definitely > 1) indicate relatively strong and significant correlations. Different line styles and symbols in Fig. 7 correspond to the different cluster parameters (see figure caption) . Correlation coefficient uncertainties are again estimated according to the procedure described earlier. The main results are:
• We find indications, of varying significance, for a recent evolution of two out of the three (unbiased) proxies of the cluster dynamical state (flatness and velocity dispersion).
• There is a change of the evolutionary behavior of the cluster flatness as a function of richness. The correlation changes to anti-correlation going from poor to richer clus- ters. The intermediate richness subsample shows no f − z correlation and therefore there seems to be a smooth transition of the sign of the f − z correlation from the poorest to the richest clusters. The rate of ellipticity evolution for the poorest and richest cluster subsamples are dǫ/dz ≃ 2.4 and −1.2, respectively.
• The most significant evolutionary trend is that of cluster flatness with the velocity dispersion following. The rate of the σv evolution is dσv/dz ≃ −1700 ± 400 km s −1 , independent of the richness.
Robustness Tests

Does dǫ/dz depend on limiting redshift ?
In order to test whether the evolution rate of cluster flatness is sensitive to the sample limiting redshift, and thus to a few redshift outliers, we plot in the left panel of Figure 8 |dǫ/dz| as a function of limiting sample redshift for the richest (filled points) and the poorest (open symbols) subsamples. The individual uncertainties are again estimated using a procedure by which we exclude randomly, 100 times, 10% of the clusters and re-estimate dǫ/dz from each reduced sample. In the right panel of Fig. 8 we also provide the R/P indication of significance of each measured |dǫ/dz| value. As can be seen the amplitude of the evolutionary trend does not depend on the limiting redshift, while the significance of the correlation for the poorest cluster subsample, although still (relatively) strong, drops at lower redshifts, a fact which we attribute to the small number of available clusters.
Are the evolutionary trends due to mass-dependent systematic effects?
In order to demonstrate clearly that the observed evolutionary trends are not related to any residual cluster massdependent systematic effect we plot in Fig. 9 the mean flatness, σv and Lx for two sets of well-separated redshift bins and as a function of richness, ie., an analog of Fig. 6 but as a function of NA. If there was no real evolution, one should have expected to see a trend of all proxies with NA (due to their dependence on cluster mass), but overlapping for the lower and higher-z subsamples. Alternatively, if the evolutionary trends are real we should see systematic, non-overlapping in z, offsets between the trends in different ranges of NA. Indeed, as can be seen from Fig. 9 , the only parameter of which the richness-dependence overlaps in redshift is Lx, which however we have already correctly identified as non-evolving with redshift.
Possible Interpretation
These results can be interpreted if the population of poorer clusters is dynamically younger than that of the richer ones, and that they are now going through their primary virialization process, which tends to sphericalize their original anisotropic morphologies. Regarding the rich clusters, one could have interpreted the fact that their velocity dispersion increases at lower redshifts again as an indication of them becoming more virialized, since once the cluster potential has accumulated the bulk of the mass, via infall and merging, then the virialization processes will tend to increase the velocity dispersion. However, if this were the case then there should have been also signs of the clusters becoming more spherical at lower redshifts, which is exactly the opposite than what is observed.Therefore, the previous interpretation does not seem plausible. Rather it appears that the rich clusters of our sample have already reached a virialized state, while the redshift dependent changes in their dynamical state (evidenced by the increase of their flatness and velocity dispersion) are probably caused by secondary infall (Gunn 1977 ; see also Ascasibar, Hoffman & Gottlöber 2007 and references therein ; Diemand & Kuhlen 2008) .
If on the other hand the poor cluster population is currently going through the primary virialization process, there should be a clear correlation between cluster flatness and velocity dispersion, as well as with ICM X-ray luminosity. Since we have taken good care to exclude multiple component and merging clusters, we believe that the velocity dispersion measurement is not significantly contaminated by the infall component of the merging process or by strong tidal effects and thus it should indeed reflect the cluster DM gravitational potential. Similarly, the ICM (traced by the X-ray luminosity) should not be significantly contaminated by effects related to shocks induced during the merging process and thus it should also reflect the dynamical state of our clusters.
We therefore correlate, for our poorest cluster subsample, cluster flatness with velocity dispersion and X-ray luminosity. Since we are not seeking evolutionary trends we do not impose limits in absolute magnitude. We find a strong and significant anti-correlation in the first two cases (Figure 10 ). The Pearson correlation coefficients are R = −0.43 ± 0.03 and −0.39 ± 0.03, for the f − σv and f − Lx correlations respectively, with corresponding random probabilities of P = 3 × 10 −3 and 0.007. These results indeed show the expected behavior for a cluster population at different stages of virialization. It is important to note that similar correlations are not found in the richer subsamples, as expected if these clusters are already virialized.
We conclude that poor and relatively nearby clusters are currently evolving dynamically and they appear to be at various stages of virialization. Richer clusters (at the red- shift range probed) are probably already virialized, but show indications of being affected by secondary infall.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
Our current analysis supports previous results regarding the recent (z ∼ < 0.14) evolution of the ellipticity and dynamics of clusters of galaxies. We have found however that the direction of evolution is different for clusters of different richness. Regarding the rate of ellipticity evolution we find dǫ/dz ≃ 0.95 for our full cluster sample, which is in good agreement with Melott et al. (2001) and Plionis (2002) , but in disagreement with Rahman et al. (2006) who quote a value dǫ/dz ≃ 0.2. It is important to note that the evolution rates for the poorest and richest of our clusters have opposite signs: dǫ/dz ≃ 2.4 ± 0.4 and dǫ/dz ≃ −1.2 ± 0.1, respectively. It is clear that the overall evolution rate of a sample of clusters depends on the richness mix, and this could well be the reason why different studies find different values of dǫ/dz. Summarizing, we would like to point out that: 1. From the observational point of view, the relatively strong recent evolution of cluster ellipticity and dynamical state applies mostly to poor clusters, for which the rate of evolution (dǫ/dz ≃ 2.4) is significantly larger than that of the whole sample put together (dǫ/dz ≃ 0.95). Rich clusters appear to have reached an equilibrium state earlier and thus they do not show signs of positive evolution in the recent past, but rather of a negative evolution (dǫ/dz ≃ −1.2), possibly due to secondary infall (eg., Gunn 1977; Ascasibar, Hoffman & Gottlöber 2007 , Diemand & Kuhlen 2008 . There are also indications for a recent evolution of the cluster velocity dispersion, increasing with decreasing redshift but apparently independent of the cluster richness, with a rate dσv/dz ≃ −1700±400 km s −1 . No evolution is observed of the ICM X-ray luminosity.
2. The discrepancy with the ellipticity evolution results of Flin et al. (2004) , analysed in Rahman et al. (2006) , could well be due to the latter study not taking into account the cluster richness dependence of the effect, or due to not excluding strongly interacting and merging clusters and possibly also to the sample's larger limiting redshift (z ∼ < 0.31).
3. The discrepancy with N-body results could be due to a number of reasons. A quite probable reason is related to the fact that the simulated clusters are predominantly rich (Floor et al. 2003; for which, as we have shown, there is no observational evidence for a recent positive evolution, but rather there are indications for a mild negative evolution. Rahman et al. (2006) simulated also poorer clusters, but the total number of analysed clusters is quite small (N = 41). Since the intrinsic scatter of cluster (and halo) shapes is large and the observed effect appears to be inherently weak, a large cluster sample is probably necessary in order to clearly establish the evolutionary effect. Furthermore, if the richness mix of the simulated clusters is significantly different from that of the observed clusters (or between different observational cluster samples), then due to the richness dependence of the effect, one could derive different rates of evolution from different richness mixes. 
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